JASON STANLEY (YALE) IN BERLIN AGAIN

INDIVIDUAL JOURNAL CLUB WITH JASON

Motor skill depends on knowledge of facts

Jason Stanley¹ and John W. Krakauer²*

¹ Department of Philosophy, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA
² Department of Neurology and Neurosurgery, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA

WHEN:
Friday, 20 June, 2 PM

VENUE:
Humboldt-Graduate School, Berlin School of Mind and Brain, Luisenstr. 56, 10117 Berlin
Room 224

PLACES ARE LIMITED!
PLEASE REGISTER: mb-assistance@hu-berlin.de

FURTHER EVENTS
19 June 18:30 M&B Lecture:
Jason Stanley (Yale): “Skills”
Venue: Bernstein Zentrum für Computational Neuroscience, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin,
Philippstraße 13, Haus 6, 10115 Berlin

24 June 18:30 Vortrag, Institut für Philosophie, HU:
Jason Stanley (Yale):
"Die Beziehung zwischen Propaganda und Ideologie"
Venue: Unter den Linden 6, room 3059